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EDITORIAL

Change Is
in the Air

We know what you’re thinkin’—oh no, not another
change?! Normally, we would have agreed with you,
except that this time it really is different.

Michael Lutzmann and Greg Rinehart,
new Opimian Managing Directors

We—Greg and Michael—are truly dedicated
Opimian members. Proof? We love Opimian
so much that we both became Area
Representatives in our regions. As we lived
through the ups and downs of the last year,
we looked at each other and said “We can help
even more!”
Fast forward to today. After extensive
consultation with our (we include ‘you’ in the
‘our’) board, the two of us are bringing a
combined 50 years of business experience,
most of it at the senior level.
We know you have become accustomed to the
best wines in the world and one of the best
club experiences on the planet, because we
have too. The wines continue to hit that
standard. The experience? Well ... let’s just
say there’s room for improvement.
We are both committed to bringing that
exceptional experience to you. Rest assured
that the foundation remains rock solid. Let the
rebuilding begin.
By the way, wine is fun! We intend to make
Opimian Wine Club de vin more fun!
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allowing us to make a responsible environmental
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with a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled
content. It is acid-free and FSC® certified.
Printed by Imprimerie L’Empreinte

MASTER PIECE

Aren’t Grapes
Vegetarian?

Jane Masters MW is Opimian’s Master of Wine

Wine is basically fermented grape juice,
so all wines should be suitable for
vegetarians, right? Well, not always!

Grape juice is indeed fermented by yeast into
wine. Natural sugars are metabolized into
alcohol, carbon dioxide and a whole host of
aromatic and non-aromatic components that
contribute to the flavour and structure of
wine. At the end of the alcoholic
fermentation, wine is cloudy due to many
compounds in suspension—think fresh pressed apple juice vs.
clear processed juice. As wines are matured and prepared for
bottling, some of these materials will deposit at the bottom of a
wine tank so wines naturally become less cloudy over time and
can be “racked” off their sediment. Centrifugation and/or
filtration may also be used to clarify wines.
However, for wines to be crystal clear and stable without the
risk of a haze developing in bottle, a process known as “fining”
is sometimes necessary. This removes smaller protein
molecules that remain in suspension in the wine. Fining
agents are added which bind with the pesky protein molecules,
facilitating their sedimentation. Rather than ingredients or
additives, fining agents are processing aids which precipitate

PAUL SAPIN MÂCON,
LA COLLECTION, AOP,
2019, LOT 1842

MARQUESA DE ATIZA
VIURA GARNACHA
BLANCA, 2019, LOT
1805

or are filtered out. They should not be present in the final wine
other than in infinitesimally small amounts. Different fining
agents have slightly different properties and are more or less
suitable depending on the acidity, pH and tannin content of
wine. Certain traditional fining agents are animal derived.
For white wines, isinglass often gives the greatest clarity. It is
produced from fish bladders—”tasty” I hear you say! But it
imparts no flavour to the wine, and in fact can enhance
aromas and freshness. It is suitable for pescatarians but not
for all vegetarians. An alternative for white wines suitable for
vegetarians (but not vegans) is casein produced from milk.
However, casein can strip some aromas and flavours from a
wine so getting the dose spot on is important.
Bordeaux has a long tradition of fining with egg whites. In the
past, six to eight egg whites were added to each 225-litre
barrel. So many eggs were used in the region that the leftover
egg yolks were used to make the specialty Bordeaux patisserie
known as “canelé”—a small caramelised pastry crusty on the
outside with a soft tender custard centre and flavoured with
vanilla and rum. Canelés are now big business have become a
symbol of Bordeaux—there is even a world canelé competition
each year—but I digress. Few châteaux now use fresh eggs.
Frozen egg whites can be used after defrosting, and egg
albumin is also available as flakes or powder, although these
react slightly differently with wine.
In some countries, fresh liquid blood mainly from cattle was
used for many years. As you might imagine this practice is
now illegal! Gelatin is an affordable and effective fining agent
that also helps soften young, tannic red wines. It is widely used
in the cosmetic and food industries. Derived from collagen, it
is produced from the connective tissues, bones and skins of
animals. Gelatin produced from peas and potatoes has now
been developed.
All vegetarians will be pleased to know that more and more
winemakers are avoiding using animal-based products where
possible with a shift to using bentonite made from clay, which
is suitable for both vegans and vegetarians. Better
understanding of wine chemistry, aging on lees, refrigeration
and filtration techniques have also helped. Opimian aims to
increase transparency as to how its wines are made giving
members the possibility of an informed choice by identifying
wines suitable for vegetarians in Cellar Offerings with a logo.
Oh, and don’t be confused by the term “meaty” to describe a
wine—this is not an indication of its unsuitability for
vegetarians, but a character that naturally develops in certain
grape varieties and wine styles over time!
vinoetcetera |
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Q&A

Josep Vadrí
Clos Montblanc

MONTBLANC 362
TREPAT, DO CONCA
DE BARBERÀ, 2016,
LOT 1820

Josep Vadrí has been the winemaker at the Clos
Montblanc Winery for almost 30 years, since the
beginning of the new winery located between the towns
of Montblanc and Barberà de la Conca. Clos Montblanc
is a family project that was born in 1988, although the
Carbonell family have been rooted in the soil and on the
vine for more than 300 years.

3. WHICH OF YOUR CURRENT WINES ARE
YOU THE MOST EXCITED ABOUT?

7. WHAT IS THE BEST WINE YOU HAVE
EVER TASTED?

I could not choose any one of the Clos
Montblanc wines as my favourite. I
make them all with the utmost rigor
and enthusiasm.

Too many, but to name one that I was
able to share a few days ago with its
winemaker: a Viña Vik 2013 from Chile.

4. IF YOU WERE NOT A WINEMAKER,
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

1. WHAT DOES YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH
OPIMIAN MEAN TO YOU?

We are very pleased that our wines can
be enjoyed in Canada, thanks to the
collaboration of our winery with your
prestigious wine club, which allows your
members to discover wines from around
the world.
2. WHEN DID YOU REALIZE THAT
PRODUCING WINE WAS YOUR PASSION?

Wine, along with bread and olive oil,
is one of the three basic foods in the
Mediterranean diet, and wine has
always been a part of my life.

I’ve studied engineering and
environment, so I would surely be
engaged in something related to
environmental engineering.
5. WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT
YOUR JOB?

I especially enjoy the work during the
vinification process, a very delicate and
exciting time.
6. WHICH WINEMAKING TRADITIONS, IF
ANY, ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?

Despite the hard work in the field, there
are still people who dedicate their lives
to growing grapes. A tradition we keep
in the winery is using our feet to crush
the grapes of one of our wines inside an
18th-century stone well.

8. WHAT ARE YOU DOING WHEN YOU ARE
NOT MAKING WINE OR GROWING GRAPES?

I dedicate my time to many things that I
like, but mainly related to nature.
9. WHAT BOTTLE IS OPEN IN YOUR
KITCHEN RIGHT NOW?

Montblanc 362 Trepat.
10. WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE WINE
(EITHER OF YOURS OR FROM ANOTHER
PRODUCER/REGION)?

I do not have a favourite one. If the wine
is well made, I like it.
11. WHAT UP AND COMING WINE REGION
WOULD YOU RECOMMEND TRAVELING
TO? WHY?

Catalunya in general, because of the
diversity of terroirs and the
microclimates that can be found within
a few kilometres of each other.
12. YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK OR MOVIE?

It’s hard to pick just one, but what
comes to mind is Patrick Süskind’s book
The Story of Mr. Sommer, and the movie,
Cinema Paradiso.
13. WHO IS A PERSON YOU ADMIRE?

Anonymous people who know how to
make others happy.
14. RED, WHITE OR ROSÉ?

All of them, depending on the occasion.
15. DESCRIBE YOUR PHILOSOPHY IN ONE
WORD OR SENTENCE.

Every day is an opportunity to do better.
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DID YOU KNOW?

What’s Up DOC? | Appellations Explained
DOC, DO, AOP, IGP, DOP—LOL! Appellations, or geo-political wine categories,
are confusing. Not only do the rules vary from country to country, certain
countries add an additional set of sub-classifications. For simplicity’s sake,
we will only concentrate on the basics of those from France and Spain.
FRANCE APPELLATIONS

FRANCE

COMMUNE

One of the largest wine producers in the world, France oversees the most
intimidating appellation regulations, called AOC (Appellation d’Origine
Contrôlée), of which there are 360 within 11 main growing regions, such as
Bordeaux or Alsace.

ex POUILLY-FUISSÉ

SUB-REGIONAL
ex MÂCON-VILLAGES

REGIONAL

AOC 45%

CÔTES DE GASGOGNE

VAL-DE-LOIRE

COMPTÉ TOLOSAN

PAYS D’OC

ex BORDEAUX

IGP 33%

AOC is the strictest classification: no irrigation, only local grapes can be used,
no added sugar, and ripeness at harvest are all aspects that must be adhered to.
Your alcohol level is 0.5% too high? Your wine is now classified at another level
(IGP or Vin de France). AOC is broken down into three subcategories:
• Commune, like Pouilly-Fuissé
• Sub-regional, including Mâcon-Villages
• Regional, as in Bordeaux or Burgundy
IGP (Indication Géographique Protégée), or Vin de Pays, is your everyday French
table wine. This appellation is less strict with grape varieties, as long as the
grapes come from that region. For example, a Pays D’Oc wine must be sourced
from grapes from the Pays D’Oc.
Vin de France only accounts for 13% of all wine produced in France. This wine
must just come from France, sourcing the grapes anywhere in the country.

VIN DE FRANCE 13%

SPAIN APPELLATIONS

DOC

ex RIOJA

VINO DE PAGO
ex PAGO DE OTAZU

DO

CASTILLA
CÁDIZ
CÓRDOBA

ex TORO

DOC/DO 78%

SPAIN
Spain has two main appellations, and the top one, DO (Denominación de Origen)
has three main categories, plus one special vineyard classification, Vino de Pago.
• DOC and DOCa (Denominación de Origen Calificada) includes Priorat and
Rioja, amazing quality wines.
• DO is the same high quality but is not quite as well-known outside of Spain
as DOC/DOCa. Toro is an example.
• Separate but equal to the DO appellation is Vino de Pago. This unique
category is for those wines produced for centuries in tiny villages. The
quality is DO-level, but the winemakers don’t follow the same restrictions.
It is comparable to France’s Commune sub-appellation.
VdiT (Vino de la Tierra) is the second main appellation, similar to France’s IGP.
These include your Castilla wines.

VdIT 22%

Do appellations make any sense now? Don’t worry—just know that as a
member of Opimian you only receive the best-value wines.

vinoetcetera |
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ESCAPES

Lively Lisbon
A Wine Lover’s
Transcendent City
Portugal’s capital has become a
hotspot recently, partly thanks to its
affordability. This delightful city
offers everything you could possibly
desire: gorgeous views, perfect
weather, ancient history…and of
course incredible food and wine!

Did you know that Lisbon is the second-oldest city in Europe,
right behind Athens? In the first century, Julius Caesar
christened it a municipality; later, in the 8th century, it was
captured by the Moors from Germanic tribes. Moorish touches
are everywhere, from the many geometrically tiled walkways
to the famous castle overlooking the city.
GETTING AROUND
Lisbon is a walking town. And by walking, we actually mean
hiking! The city is built over seven steep hills, with many tiny
stairways cutting between mosaic-covered buildings. If walking
isn’t your style, take one of the many tramways. But it might be
wise to forgo the famous No. 28 tram, as it’s typically packed to
the nines with tourists. For a more authentic experience, opt
instead for the No. 25 or 18.
SÃO JORGE CASTELO
This historic castle is a must-see—just be sure to visit on a
weekday morning to avoid the lineups. The gardens and views
are simply spectacular. If you’re not afraid of heights, climb up
to venture along its walls and into the eleven towers. There
are often outdoor performances to enjoy along with an
espresso or glass of wine.
BELÉM AND BEYOND
The Belém district boasts open spaces, beautiful homes,
quaint cafés, an ancient riverside tower and a magnificent
monastery. Grab the No. 15 tram there for a day well spent
discovering these sites and wandering along the Tejo River,
away from the hustle and bustle of central Lisbon. Be sure to
stop for a pastéis de Belém (Portuguese custard tart) in the
Fábrica Pastéis de Belém before you head back.
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FALLING FOR FADO

ADEGA DA
CONFRARIA,
VINHO REGIONAL
LISBOA,
TINTO, ADEGA
COOPERATIVA
DO CADAVAL,
2017, LOT 1829

MOSAICS AND MORE
Mosaic tiles are to Lisbon what squirrels are to Canada. They’re everywhere! On the
streets, sidewalks, buildings, fountains. But to get a real understanding of this
mathematical art, don’t miss the National Museum of the Azulejo (Mosaic).
Phenomenally beautiful, with the history to match, you’ll be astounded by the intricacy
of this ancient art. Grab lunch at the café in the museum’s lovely interior courtyard.
IS IT FIVE YET?
Outdoor rooftop bars are popular in Lisbon and you won’t want to miss partaking in
a glass with a view. Check out Topo Chiado, which overlooks the castle or Park, a
hip bar set on top of—you guessed it—a parking garage.
Afterwards, you can’t go wrong with dinner in Lisbon. Being right near the Atlantic
means the seafood is always exceptional. Try some seafood petiscos (Portuguese
tapas) or local octopus—so tender you could swear it’s actually butter. Pair it with
a chilled Vinho Verde and you’ll soon be speaking like the locals!

Stroll the streets of Lisbon and you’ll hear
mournful Portuguese singing, or fado, flowing
from windows and doorways everywhere.
Fado is thought to have started in 1820s
Lisbon; songs are accompanied by guitar or
mandolin and are often about the poor, the
lonely, fate (fado) and melancholy.
When in Lisbon, a fado show is an essential
cultural experience. It’s even on UNESCO’s
Intangible Cultural Heritage list.
The musical genre includes two types:
Coimbra fado and Lisboa fado. Lisboa is the
more well-known, with Amália Rodrigues its
most famous singer. If you hear fado in
Lisbon, clap to show your appreciation.
However, Coimbra’s more medieval
troubadour style requires a throat-clearing
cough to signify approval, so hold the
applause!
Fado restaurants and halls are ubiquitous in
Lisbon. Here are three places to check out:
• Clube do Fado in the Alfama district,
undeniably offering the best live
performances of Fado in Portugal.
• Sr. Fado de Alfama, also located in Alfama,
is owned by Fado singer Ana Marina and
fado violinist Duarte Santos.
• The Fado Museum, where you can
research the origins of this music genre in
the museum’s documentation centre.

vinoetcetera |
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FOOD

The Art of Chocolate Tasting
Much like wine, cocoa is grown from different plantations, or
domains, and goes through a fermentation process. Tasting
techniques for wine and chocolate can be quite similar, and wine
lovers and foodies alike have embraced the art of chocolate tasting.
Follow our guide to experience chocolate like never before!

CHOOSE YOUR CHOCOLATE

PREPARE TO TASTE

Select a variety of premium chocolates
from your local chocolatier or get a
bean-to-bar chocolate—chocolate that
has been processed entirely in the same
place, by a single artisan. You can also
find a good range of quality chocolate at
the grocery store; verify cocoa content
and country of origin. A tasting should
include no more than six types of
chocolate with different cocoa
percentages, from milk chocolate (with
at least 35% cocoa) to dark chocolate
(70% to 76% cocoa). You can also
include chocolate with 85% cocoa, or
similarly concentrated chocolates from
two different countries. Just like wine,
chocolate from Ghana will taste
different from one from Peru.

Each guest should receive about ½ to 1 oz
of chocolate. It should be eaten at
between 19˚C and 25˚C in order to reveal
its flavours, so do not keep your
chocolates in the fridge before a tasting.
Similar to a wine tasting, when blind
tasting chocolate, you can prepare a
tasting sheet which should look like a table
with columns for aroma, flavour, texture,
finish. Start with the highest cocoa
percentage and work your way down.
TASTE WITH YOUR SENSES
Cleanse your palate before and after
each chocolate: Keep a palate cleanser
ready, such as plain bread or crackers,
and water at room temperature to reset
your palate (cold water will numb your
taste buds).

We would like to thank Dr.
Jordan LeBel, PhD, ASC,
CDir., Associate Professor,
Concordia University.
Montrealer Dr. Jordan L.
LeBel received his MSc
from Cornell University and
his PhD from McGill
University. He joined
Concordia University in
2000. He is recognized as a
leading expert on chocolate
and food marketing.

See: Place the chocolate on a white
napkin and observe the colour. Just like
with red wine, you will see different
nuances of brown and black shades.
This is due in large part to the cocoa
butter and the skills of the chocolate
maker. Chocolate should be shiny,
smooth and free of scratches, bubbles
or swirling.
Smell: Inhale your chocolate closely
and deeply. It will reveal its personality
and aromas such as vanilla, nuts, fruits
and even caramel.
Snap: Texture plays an important role.
The “snap” is the feel and sound of a
piece of chocolate when you first break
it or bite into it. Good quality chocolate
should break cleanly, creating two crisp
edges.
Attack: Taste a nickel-sized piece to
fully coat the inside of your mouth. The
aromas will reveal themselves as the
chocolate begins to melt.
Evolution: Carefully chew your piece so
that the inside of your entire mouth is
coated with chocolate. At this stage, the
taste should be easier to identify.
Finish: Swallow the chocolate and
absorb the aftertaste. Breathe in from
your mouth and exhale through your
nose. The retro-nasal olfaction will
allow you to perceive different flavour
dimensions. Aromas, texture and
bitterness may have changed
throughout this process.
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MIXED CASE: SPECIAL
RESERVE, TAWNY
RESERVE, LATE
BOTTLED VINTAGE
2009, LOT 1837

DID YOU KNOW?

Port | An English Tradition in Portugal
Teresa MacDonald, Area Representative, Oakville, ON

Fortified wines are made around the world. The most popular examples
include sherry, vermouth, madeira and our beloved port.
When I first travelled down the Douro River, I was amazed at
just how steep and beautiful the vineyard terraces were.
Indigenous Portuguese grapes have been grown on these
rocky slopes since pre-Roman times, but it wasn’t until the
7th century, when frequent wars cut off the British from
French wines, that the English turned to import wines from
these lovely hills in Portugal.
At the time, wines from the Douro didn’t travel well, so brandy
was added to stabilize or “fortify” them on the long voyage to
England. This did more than merely stabilize the wine—it
resulted in the luscious, decadent wine that became port.
In late September the many local grapes used to make port
are picked by hand, since the vineyards are so steep. They are
then brought to the winery, where even today they are often
stomped by foot in stone tanks called “lagares”. While many
other methods have been tried, including mechanical replicas
of feet, the human foot is still deemed the best method of
gently extracting the juice.
Traditionally, the wine was taken downriver in flat-bottom
boats from the vineyards to Vila Nova de Gaia in Oporto on the
Douro. However, in the 1950s and 1960s, several hydroelectric

power dams were built along the river, ending this traditional
conveyance. It’s possible to still see these unique ‘barcos
rabelos’ at the mouth of the river and you can imagine them
loaded with barrels, fresh from the Quintas, the estates that
produce the grapes to make port wine.
It is at the port houses in Vila Nova de Gaia that the wine is
fortified about halfway through the fermentation process,
leaving the natural sweetness of the grape in the finished
product. Over time, the combination of brandy and wine gives
it a subtle complexity and unique flavour.
There are several different types of port with distinctly different
characteristics. Opimian has been fortunate in being able to
source some excellent examples. Soneto LBV 2009 and
Soneto Reserva Especial are both ruby ports. Worldwide, the
biggest consumers of ruby port are French women—and me!
I love to sip it with a plate of good strong cheese at the end of a
meal. Soneto’s Tawny Reserve can also be enjoyed with the
same cheese plate, but you may want to add some dried fruit,
chocolate and a good cup of coffee. Drink all of these ports
now or lay them down for any number of years. Saude!

vinoetcetera |
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YOUR STORIES

A Tasting in the Douro
with Gesprove
Joanne Wyllie, member from Kelowna, BC

My husband Mark and I retired in 2018, moving from our
Fort McMurray, Alberta home of 30 years to Kelowna, BC.
One of our first transition activities was to transfer our
Opimian membership.
We were pleased and fortunate to discover our new Kelowna
friends and close neighbours were also our Opimian Area
Representatives, Brian and Jan Pritchard. It was Brian who
suggested we contact Opiman to line up wine tastings for our
2019 trip to Portugal, while Jan provided some wonderful
restaurant suggestions from their previous trip there. Last
May, we set out on our Portuguese adventure.
Wine Sourcing and Logistics Manager Anna Tarzia Zappia, and
José Gaspar (JAPG Vitivinicultura e Servicos, LDA) helped us
with arrangements for wine tastings in the Douro. With their
assistance, we were able to venture to Gesprove, a small
facility deep in the valley.
We rented a car and headed out from Porto to the small city of
São João da Pesqueira, where Gesprove is located. Our route took
us through magnificent wine country. Living in Kelowna, I can only
describe the Douro as the Okanagan on steroids! The view from
the peaks of the Douro embankment are just spectacular, with
lush, green terraced vineyards that go on forever.

ABASTADO GRANDE
RESERVA TINTO, DOC
DOURO, GESPROVE,
2016, LOT 1836
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São João da Pesqueira lies in the district of Viseu, bordering
between the Cima Corgo and Douro Superior wine regions of
DOC Douro. Despite having a GPS, we still got lost on the many
unmarked roads! But what fun we had finding our way through
to this quaint city just an hour from the Spanish border.
Gesprove was a true highlight of our trip to Portugal. Owner/
winemaker José Pinheiro shared with us his proud heritage
and his dedication to the winemaking craft. Gesprove sources
its grapes locally to produce white and rosé wine, as well as
the premium red and port wines offered through Opimian,
approximately 5,000 cases annually. We had the pleasure of
tasting portions—generously poured!—of each of the ten wines
produced by Gesprove. In particular we enjoyed the Abastado
Grande Reserva Tinto 2013, Soneto LBV 2009 Port and Soneto
Vintage Port.
At the end of our tour, we were treated to an amazing lunch
with José at one of his favorite local restaurants—unbelievably
good—and were sent home with a gift of choice bottles from
his warehouse. It was a truly memorable experience with this
gracious and generous host.

TASTING NOTES

Happy Hour

We reflect on previous vintages from suppliers featured
in the current Cellar Offering. Each issue highlights a
few bottles enjoyed with friends and family.

OUR
SUGGESTIONS

STEVE PRITCHARD,
AREA REPRESENTATIVE,
NORTHERN ALBERTA

LOESS INSPIRATION,
TEMPRANILLO, DO
RIBERA DEL DUERO,
BODEGA LOESS, 2017,
C257, LOT 9634
2018 VINTAGE
NOW AVAILABLE,
C275, LOT 1800

Tasting wine is all about personal
preferences. It’s fun to experiment, but it’s
also important to know what you like.
Although food/wine pairings are a popular
approach, sometimes my wife Kathy and I
like to enjoy a bottle of wine on its own.
We create the setting with ambient lighting
and favourite tunes, and then pop open a
wine we feel will stand up well by itself.
We sampled the Loess Inspiration
Tempranillo—a grape of many aliases.
It’s an easy-drinking, medium-bodied wine
with a hint of vanilla on the nose and a long
finish of red cherries that is soft on the
palate. We had made a good choice! The
tasting window at the time of offering was
until 2024; however, even with good
storage conditions, it appears that this is a
bit generous. I would not wait that long.
The dry Alberta air unfortunately results in
a certain degree of evaporation—this wine
disappeared quickly!

8 ROSAS NEGRAS,
ANCIENT VINES, DO TORO,
2016, C257, LOT 9635
2017 VINTAGE
NOW AVAILABLE,
C275, LOT 1803

COLETTE MARTIN,
AREA REPRESENTATIVE, OTTAWA

This delicious Tinta de Toro has an intense
ruby colour with equally intense aromas of
dark plums, berries, spice and toasted oak.
These aromas carry on to the palate with a
smoky finish and hints of licorice. On the
initial tasting, the tannins were firm;
however, when paired with food they really
mellowed out. This wine is elegant with a
nice, light acidity. It is drinking beautifully
now, but I suspect it will continue to soften
over the next few years. We decanted an
hour prior to dinner and paired it with
herb-crusted lambs chops and buttered
Brussel sprouts.

The Montblanc 362 Syrah/Samsó comes from Conca de
Barberà—a Spanish Denominación de Origen Protegida for wines
located in central Catalonia in the northern portion of the
Tarragona Province. This deep garnet wine has a medium bouquet
of blackberries, blueberries and peppercorn with some prune and
tobacco/smoke aromas. On the palate, the wine is dry and
medium-bodied with cherry and plum fruits, integrated tannins,
medium acidity and lingering, savoury notes. This wine is ready
for drinking. If you have it in your cellar, now is the time to open it,
as it will not improve any further. Serve with grilled meats and
roasted veggies.
MONTBLANC 362 SYRAH/SAMSÓ, DO CONCA DE
BARBERA, C239, LOT 8502
2017 VINTAGE NOW AVAILABLE, C275, LOT 1819

GILLIAN DAWE-TAYLOR,
AREA REPRESENTATIVE, NORTHWEST
TERRITORIES
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CONNECT WITH THE FASCINATING WORLD OF WINE
Opimian is Canada’s largest private and non-profit wine club.
With privileged access to the best winemakers in the world, Opimian
offers its members unique wines not found anywhere else in Canada.
We guarantee of the quality of our wines, as they are all tasted and
approved by Jane Masters MW, Opimian’s Master of Wine.
This magazine is a companion to Cellar Offering C275.

300-2170 René-Lévesque West 
Montreal QC Canada H3H 2T8
opimian.ca

